
Soumya Dutta, Editor, Green Features reports from Copehagen. 
  
Not picking Maldivean President’s Phone- Jairam Ramesh  
  
India’s official delegation finally addressed the mounting concern & criticism from the 
poorer developing nations, the Small Island States and the Africal States, and in his 1st 
address to the Indian media and Indian civil society, Minister of Environment & Forests 
Jairam Ramesh told that  
  
1) we are with G77, and no question of breaking away, 
  
2) we are talking with the African countries, and that the 'BASIC' draft jointly circulated 
by the large developing countries matches very closely with the African draft, and India 
will make all efforts to closely coordinate its negotiating stand with the African countries, 
3) that India is closely coordinating with China on its negotiating position, though he was 
clear that by total emissions, by per capita emissions, and by financial strength - china is 
a leage ahead of India. 
 
On the question of why India had to endorse the G* position of limiting global temp rise 
to 2 deg Centigrade, and not support the Small island States and african position of 
limiting to 1.5 Deg C, Jairam was evasive and took shelter behind the excuse that 
science is eveolving and targets changing. 
 
The arrogance with which the minister brushed aside the extreme concern of the 
threatened-with-submergence Small Island States -- by stating brashly "the 
Maldives President is repeatedly phoning me, but I am not picking up the phone" -
- shocked many of us present at the briefing at Asger Jorn Room at the bella 
center, from 7 to 8 PM on Dec 11. 
 
The youth climate activists from India heckled Jairam Ramesh for his fuzzing statements 
about uncertainty of Himalayan Glaciers melting and their "apparent lack of connection 
with global warming". He was again evasive, not giving any concrete answer, but loudly 
claimied that there is no "Conclusive prooof'.  
 
Ramesh also asserted that there is no question of India accepting absolute & 
internationally binding emission cuts, but our voluntary action will be to reduce emission 
intensity by 20-25% by 2020, and that we will be accountable to our own parliament. He 
also strongly reiterated Indian Govt position of not accepting Monitoring, reporting, 
Verification of national mitigation efforts where no outside funding is received.. 
 
Overall, there was hardly any positive change from the somewhat regressive stand taht 
India and large developing economies have come to be identified with, except his 
assertions that India will stand togethrer with poorer countries in G77+China. 
  
Sri Lankan Response  
  
Hemantha Withanage of Sri Lanka, said here today in a statement that We are calling for 
Reparations for Climate Debt, the debt that is owed by northern countries (Annex 1 
countries), multinational corporations, and international financial institutions to the 
peoples and countries of the South. This debt is owed by the North for using up more 



than their fair share of the earth's capacity to absorb greenhouse gases, and in the 
process depriving the peoples of the South of their share, thus creating this climate 
crisis. Yet it is the people of the South who bear the worst effects. 
 
He further added that What developed countries have put on the table, however, is 
nothing less than an insult to the dignity of the peoples of the South. It demonstrates 
complete disrespect for the value of our lives. 
  
Talking about finance sing of northern countries Mr. Hemantha Said, “2.4 billion Euros a 
year until 2012! No long term financing! This a mockery. Where are the reparations by 
developed countries for the damage they have done so far in the developing world? 
  
We are not asking for aid or assistance, but for the North to make good on their climate 
debt. We are their creditors.  
 
We do not require - or want - the existing multilateral financial institutions. They are part 
of the problem and the plunder. Climate finance must be provided in a democratic 
manner-at every level- through a multilateral fund under the authority of the COP.  
 
Finance must be public, not private. It must not involve carbon markets. Such markets 
are part of the problem, not the solution! 
 
We demand nothing less than climate justice now! 
  
Historical Rally  
  
It was a big lively rally. People from about 190 countries participated in it. This is the only 
rally in which smallest and biggest nation’s people, participated for one common cause. 
These is no other such instance in the history of people’s, Movement in human 
civilization.  
Estimates on the march range from 30,000 (police) – 100,000 (organisers). As I write 
this (10pm Copenhagen time) reports indicate that some 900 people have been arrested 
from various parts of the city. Many of them were detained by the police without any 
provocation early on when the march started. Magline Peter from the Kerala 
Independent Fishworkers Federation and Pushpa Toppo from the National Forum of 
Forest Peoples and Forest Workers were also detained for a few hours, but were later 
let off. 
       "Some 300 youths dressed in black threw bricks and smashed windows as at least 
30,000 people demonstrated in the centre of the city as world leaders debate global 
warming.The rioters, whose faces were covered, went on the rampage in the heart of the 
city, prompting swift arrests as some 50 policemen in riot gear intervened." 
Earlier, two Britons were deported for vandalism and spitting on a police officer during 
the protests. 
  
  
  




